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The year started with our annual celebration of 
Women in Emerging Aviation Technologies at CES, 
and it was our most memorable awards program  
yet. We are incredibly appreciative to our sponsors  
and the UAS/AAM community for participating in our  
6th annual festivities. Thanks to Carolyn White and 
Patrice McAuliffe in this issue, they both have  
provided an overview and perspectives about our 
events during CES. Scan the barcode on this page 
to submit a nomination for our 7th annual awards.

In this issue, we officially welcome Kimberley Hayes, 
founder of Valkim Technologies as the managing 
director of our e-magazine and a new Women and 
Drones advisory board member. Kimberley will  
guide us through an expansion of our e-magazine  
to incorporate broader emerging technologies.

As we welcome Kimberley, we extend a heartfelt 
thank you to Belinda Dow for her leadership and 
development of the Vertical Space e-Magazine.  
Belinda developed the idea of launching an 
e-Magazine to reach our various audiences.  
Under her guidance, Vertical Space went from 
a concept on the drawing board to a full-color 
e-magazine published three times a year.  
We wish Belinda all the best as she starts a new  
life to settle her family. We will miss you.

Thank you, Belinda. 

Sharon Rossmark
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The upscaling in various aspects of Emerging Technologies 
has exponential growth opportunities evident by the 
increased exposure in conferences, publications, and 
most importantly, deployments. In 2015, an influx of initial 
industrial drone deployments found their valued entrance 
to the oil and gas sectors as an integral tool for inspections 
including flare stacks, methane emissions, and general 
inspections. This sector initially grew slowly; however, 
Covid-19 spurred an inflection point out of necessity and 
viability. Changing the status quo in extremely adverse 
industries continues to evolve as digitization and digital 
transformation entrench with a promising future from 
the legacy processes.

As the world moves towards a more intelligent future; 
expansions force a suite of autonomy of fly, crawl, swim,  
and in-situ and it is essential that organizations maintain  
 
 
the natural horizon with emerging enthusiasm. Women 

and Drones has parted the waters for female leaders to  
guide the masses through information transparency, 
exchange, fellowship, and nudging against convention.  
Now the “green flash” draws us onward.

It is a great pleasure and honor to accept the role of 
Managing Director of the Emerging Technologies initiative 
and publication efforts in the current Vertical Spaces 
e-Magazine presented by Women and Drones.  
The enthusiasm to serve the efforts of industry’s expanding 
scope beyond UAS’, we must keep pace with the unique 
innovations that will shape our collective future. I look 
forward to joining this vibrant community!  

Women Leading 
Innovation in  
Emerging Technologies

Kimberley Hayes

MODERN DAY HIDDEN FIGURES
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FRIAS 
WHO IS ELIGIBLE  
AND HOW DO YOU APPLY

The remote ID compliance date for operators is fast 
approaching. After September 16,2023, all drones operating  
in US airspace will have to broadcast a unique radio signal – 
unless the operation fits within a few limited exceptions.  
14 C.F.R. Section 89.105 https://www.ecfr.gov/current/
title-14/chapter-I/subchapter-F/part-89  

One exception is drones weighing .55 pounds or less and 
operated exclusively under the exception for limited 
recreational operations under 49 USC Section 44809. These 
drones are exempt because the remote ID rule applies only 
to drones that are required to be registered.  All drones 
operated under Part 107 must be registered, regardless of 
weight, and require remote ID unless they are operated in a 
so-called FRIA.

Operations in FRIAs – FAA Recognized Identification Areas –  
are another exception to the requirement for remote ID. 14 
C.F.R. Section 89.115(b) As the name implies, these areas 
must be “recognized” by the FAA – in other words, approved 
by the FAA.  The FAA’s application process for FRIAs contains 
no specific timeline for review and approval/disapproval 
and carries an explicit warning that “the FAA cannot provide 
an estimated timeline on application review.” Any eligible 
organization hoping to get approval by September 16, would 
do well to consider applying sooner rather than later.

What Organizations are Eligible  
to Apply for FRIAs?
To apply for a FRIA, an organization must be an FAA-approved  
Community Based Organization or an educational institution, 
which includes elementary and high schools, trade schools, 
colleges, and universities.  (As I wrote in the Fall 2022 issue 
of Vertical Space, primary and elementary schools are not 
eligible to operate under the limited recreational exception 
in Section 44809.  However, these schools are eligible to 
apply for a FRIA.) As of this writing, there are three officially 
approved CBOs: The Academy of Model Aeronautics, First 
Person View Freedom Coalition and Flite Test Community 
Association. FAA-Recognized Community Based 
Organizations | Federal Aviation Administration. 

The Remote ID rule does not define an educational institution 
but the FAA’s Advisory Circular 89-3 on the establishment  
of FRIAs indicates that such institutions should meet the 
criteria of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act  
of 1965 (20 U.S.C. Sec. 7801) or the Higher Education Act 
of 1965 (20 U.S.C. Sec.1001 (a) and (b).  https://www.faa.
gov/regulations_policies/advisory_circulars/index.cfm/go/
document.information/documentID/1041324

Individuals or organizations that do not meet these 
requirements are not eligible to apply for a FRIA.

Where Do You Apply?
Applications for FRIAs are made on the FAA’s Drone Zone 
website https://faadronezone-access.faa.gov/#/ 

By Loretta Alkalay

https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/chapter-I/subchapter-F/part-89
https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/chapter-I/subchapter-F/part-89
https://www.faa.gov/uas/recreationalfliers/faa-recognized-community-based-organizations
https://www.faa.gov/uas/recreationalfliers/faa-recognized-community-based-organizations
https://faadronezone-access.faa.gov/#/
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FAA Review Criteria
It is absolutely critical to carefully consider the FAA’s review criteria before deciding 
whether to submit an application for a FRIA and in preparing a submission. 
An application that shows clear consideration of the FAA’s requirements will 
very likely make the process go more smoothly and increase the chances of a 
successful application.

Part 89 includes the review criteria listed below. However, the FAA is not limited  
to considering only these criteria but may decide to consider additional factors  
as it deems appropriate.

(a)  The existence of any FAA established flight or airspace restriction limiting the 
operation of unmanned aircraft systems, such as special use airspace…, temporary 
flight restrictions…, or any other special flight rule, restriction or regulation … limiting 
the operation of unmanned aircraft systems in the interest of safety, efficiency, 
national security and/or homeland security, which overlaps with the proposed  
FAA-recognized identification area. 

(b)  The safe and efficient use of airspace by other aircraft. 

(c)  The safety and security of personsor property on the ground. 

(d)  The need for an FAA-recognized identification area in the proposed location and 
proximity of other FAA-recognized identification areas.

14 C.F.R. Section 89.215 https://www.ecfr.gov/current/title-14/chapter-I/
subchapter-F/part-89/subpart-C/section-89.215

The FAA has expanded on the remote ID rule’s criteria in the Advisory Circular 
89-3 linked above. While Advisory Circulars are not regulatory, the FAA has made  
clear in this AC how it intends to exercise its discretion in reviewing FRIA 
applications in certain airspace. For example, the FAA clearly states that FRIA 
requests in certain areas will be denied. These include airspace designated as  
Special Use airspace, area overlapping Special Security Instructions (SSI) airspace,  

What Information is Needed to Apply?

and areas where Special Air Traffic 
Rules (SATRs) apply. The FAA will 
consider established Temporary Flight 
Restrictions (TFRs) in determining 
whether to approve a FRIA.

In addition, the FAA will scrutinize any 
FRIA application to determine if drone 
operations without remote ID would be 
too close to airports or heliports and 
pose an unacceptable risk. It will also 
look to see whether the proposed FRIA 
would be too close to other aviation-
related activities such as parachute 
jumping, hang gliding or hot air balloon 
launching. The FAA is also concerned 
about activities on the ground where 
drones could pose a safety or security 
issue – such as too near housing 
developments, military bases, other 
secure locations or areas where people 
congregate such as shopping centers 
and playgrounds.

Finally, the FAA will consider the need 
for the FRIA in the particular location 
described in the application. Among its 
considerations will be the articulated 
need and the proposed dimensions of 
the FRIA and whether other FRIAs are 
located nearby that could serve the  
same purpose.

If a FRIA application is denied, the 
FAA says it will specify the reasons 
for the denial. An applicant could try 
again, assuming she can satisfactorily 
address the reasons for the denial. An 
approved FRIA is good for 48 months 
and will expire automatically unless 
renewed. The FAA reserves the right to 
modify or terminate an approved FRIA 
if circumstances change, such as a new 
airport or housing development. 

1. The name of the CBO or educational institution.
2.  The name of the individual making the request on behalf of the CBO  

or educational institution.
3.  A declaration that the individual making the request has the authority to act  

on behalf of the community-based organization or educational institution. 
4.  The name and contact information of the primary point of contact for 

communications with the FAA. 
5.  The physical address of the proposed FAA-recognized identification 

area. (If the location has no physical address, a nearby address for  
access to the location.)

6.  The location of the proposed FAA-recognized identification area,  
including latitudes and longitudes.  The FAA’s application website  
contains additional information for specifying the geographic boundaries.

7.  If applicable, a copy of any existing letter of agreement regarding 
the flying site. 

8.  Description of the intended purpose of the FAA-recognized identification  
area and why the proposed FAA-recognized identification area is 
necessary for that purpose. 

9.  Any other information the FAA determines is necessary.

In accordance with the remote ID rule, the following information is required:
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In fact, there are over 750 different designs and nearly 
200 active companies in this space. Each design is based 
on a particular use case that would allow it to become a 
viable product meeting various market driven performance 
parameters. This article will describe a useful categorization 
scheme to help navigate this complex and emerging industry, 
while providing the underlying performance requirements, 
the challenges each will face, and a timeline for a sustainable 
market. I have found that there are six main markets that are 
pushing designs to meet each specific market demand. 

The six markets are:

Generalizations always come with caveats. While I have 
defined these markets primarily by the vehicles’ range, the 
aircraft’s maximum performance may be longer or shorter 
depending on the actual planned operations. Additionally, 
the payload or passenger capacity will be a key factor in the 
market that the vehicle might be able to service which may 
push a particular vehicle into a market not predicated by 
its range.

Urban Air Mobility seemed to burst on the transportation 
scene in a frenzy of whitepapers and startups around 2015.  
In 2016, Uber Elevate published its seminal whitepaper 
describing this market. UAM’s foundational principle is to add 
the third dimension of air space to the transportation solution 

1. Urban Air Mobility (UAM) 

2. Regional Air Mobility (RAM),  

3. Commercial Air Mobility (CAM) 

4. Short Haul Logistics (SHL)  

5. Medium Haul Logistics (MHL) 

6. Long Haul Logistics (LHL)

space for metropolitan commuters. By using the sky to literally 
hop over the snarled ground traffic that burdens large cities, 
“air taxis” would only need limited range (under 50 miles) to 
compete in this new market. The range of the vehicles may 
be much larger, but due to the operational plan, they use this 
excess range to allow for many trips within the urban area. 
Finally, UAM perhaps has the most opportunity to be expanded 
into many sub-markets including personal vehicles, tourism,  
air racing, emergency services support, and military. 

As opposed to the traditional (and costly) helicopters that 
service the UAM market, the power available to eVTOL designs 
significantly limits the number of passengers (one to four) 
with similarly reduced requirement for additional payload 
capacity for luggage. Like helicopters, UAM aircraft need to 
be designed to takeoff and land using limited space available 
in the urban landscape – vertically or extremely short takeoff 
and landing. These foundational requirements generated 
designs for electric vertical and landing takeoff (eVTOL) and 
electric extremely short takeoff and landing (eXSTOL) aircraft.

Many of the designs obviously scaled up from the early small 
UAV. Multicopter aircraft like Volocopter’s Volocity, EHang’s  
EH 216 clearly show this trend. The newer designs incorporate 
various elements of classic tilt-rotor technology like Joby’s S4, 
Archer’s Midnight. Wisk Aero’s Gen6, Supernal’s SA-1 and even 
Vertical’s VX4. Some manufacturers utilize separate vertical 
and horizontal propulsion elements to limit the complexity 
and extend range. Eve Air Mobility’s Eve is a prime example 
of this design.

Volocopter’s VoloCity Air Taxi for Commercial UAM Services – Courtesy Volocopter

When I started tracking the Advanced Air Mobility  
sector, I was overwhelmed by the sheer numbers and 
diversity of concepts. As the technologies of battery, 
hydrogen fuel cells, electric motors, distributed electric 
propulsion, and many others advanced through the 
past decade, engineers have developed numerous 
different air vehicle designs.

By Bill Johnson

The AAM Market

Continued >
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The UAM market has many challenges to overcome to allow it 
to become a strong market. First, safe operations in a heavily 
populated area will require strong governmental oversight 
and regulations. Certification of new aircraft is never easy. 
Introducing new technologies and radical designs that require 
technical expertise to understand how to certify them requires 
time and talent that will be pulled by the manufacturer as 
well as the government agencies. The economics of limited 
passengers will require much higher density traffic as well 
as automation to remove the burden of a pilot that neither 
pays for their seat but also requires payment for their flight. 
Lastly infrastructure to support everything from a vertiport 
to additional taps into the power grid to secure movement of 
volatile fuels like hydrogen in a densely populated metropolis 
must be overcome. While there will be pockets of early 
adoption, these factors will extend the maturation of this 
market well into the next decade. 

RAM has been a part of aviation since its inception. Early  
aircraft could only fly short distances and needed runways  
for takeoff and landing. They became part of the mobility 
landscape with commuter service to most medium sized 
communities. Unfortunately, to maintain high profitability in 
the light of soaring fuel costs, airlines had to consolidate their 
operations by reducing the number of aircraft to those that 
could produce the most efficient cost per seat. This, in turn, 
pushed them to focus on larger, wide-body passenger jet 
aircraft that could neither operate out of the smaller airports  
or have the demand to fill the 100+ seats. A vast majority of  
the smaller regional airports have literally been overflown and 
now service primarily general aviation. They are underutilized 
and their communities are now in an air mobility desert.

Electric aviation provides an answer to service these airports 
with more economical operations. Electric aircraft have  
much lower operating costs thereby making smaller  
passenger aircraft more profitable. By using the existing  
runway infrastructures, the range on these smaller, 9-20 seat 
passenger aircraft can extend the range supported by  

Electra Aero’s hybrid eSTOL – Courtesy Electra Aero

batteries and hybrid electric propulsion. I define Regional Air 
Mobility as serviced by aircraft that have a range of between  
50-500 nm. Additional requirements will be the necessary 
avionics to meet navigation and IFR flight. Shorter landing  
and takeoff remain an issue, but conventional aircraft are  
the primary designs. Examples include Eviation’s Alice, Electra 
Aero’s eSTOL aircraft and BETA Technologies combination 
vertical-horizontal propulsion Alia-250 and the eVTOL Lilium Jet.

Under this premise, RAM primarily uses conventional aircraft 
designs with new propulsion technology. This will still require 
some amount of new certification and infrastructure, but it 
should provide a clearer path to adoption in the nearer future. 
The greatest issue facing this market would be the shortage of 
pilots that is already facing the commercial aviation community. 
It is difficult to determine how this might actually impact the 
growth of this market, but it appears the overall commercial 
market’s demand will address this concern and buoy the RAM 
market in the process.

The Commercial Air Mobility market addresses those passenger  
aircraft that can fly greater than 500 miles. These would be 
aircraft that supplement and / or replace the legacy commercial  
aircraft fleet, eventually reaching ranges to support trans-
continental or transoceanic flights. More exotic designs looking 
to obtain longer range couple hybrid-electric propulsion either 
very low drag (Otto Aviation’s AV55) or Jaunt Air Mobilities 
MAV55 that uses the proprietary slow rotor compound 
technology. While providing long range, they do not compete 
with the speed afforded by legacy jet aircraft nor the passenger 
capacity desirable for commercial applications. To meet these 
performance point, the primary focus is on new power plants –  
converting from jet fuel to hydrogen fuel. Legacy aircraft 
manufacturers are turning to more conventional designs albeit  
with new powerplants. Airbus leads the way with a set of 
hydrogen powered passenger aircraft to supplement and 
eventually replace their current product line. Embraer turned  
to hybrid-electric and hydrogen fuel cell propulsion as well as 
hydrogen turbojet engines for their next generation of products.  

Otto Aviation Celera 500L prototype – Courtesy of Otto Aviation

Continued >
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Airbus Zero E concept hydrogen powered aircraft –  
Courtesy of Airbus © Airbus 2021  © Airbus SAS 2017, All rights reserved

For hybrid electric propulsion designs market entry will only be 
limited by the necessary capital and customer drive to replace 
legacy aircraft. This will delay entry of these until after 2030. The 
challenges for hydrogen fueled aircraft include new engineering 
requirements for the change in combustion temperatures 
for hydrogen, the excessive weight and space required for 
hydrogen fuel tanks and the same organizational inertia/cost 
required to replace the existing fleet of fossil fuel burning 
aircraft. The updated infrastructure to support the production, 
movement and storage of this new fuel is not insignificant for 
the aviation industry. While these factors can be overcome 
with significant and consistent effort, they combine to limit the 
development of the market to beyond 2040.

The logistic markets mirror the range requirements for UAM, 
RAM and CAM. Short Haul Logistics includes the up-and-coming 
drone delivery market for anything from small commercial 
purchases to medical supplies. The distances are well under  
50 miles and includes shore to ship logistics for quick on-load/
off-load of smaller products. These drones mainly come in 
the form of multicopters like the classic DJI drones, but other 
designs are emerging like Amazon winged delivery drone 
(MK27-2) that could add range and economy of power.

As with UAM, this market is fractionated in many sub-markets 
to include surveying, emergency services, entertainment, 
aerial imagery, arts, drone racing, and many other aspects 
of short-range drone operations. This market has already 
seen exceptional growth in the early 2000s and government 
certification for operations, while not easy, is at least well 
defined. As public acceptance continues to grow, this market 
will follow. The greatest limitation to growth is the lack of high 
density, unmanned traffic management systems and 

The MHL market will start with longer endurance, within visual 
line of sight operations. These can be conducted today but 
have a limited market segment due to competition with more 
economical SHL providers. Instead, it will be the development 
of the BVLOS capability and its required infrastructure that 
moves this market forward. Much of the technology has 
been proven in regions like Africa and North American test 
ranges. Implementation will only be limited by the pace of this 
infrastructure development and regulatory authorities. Broad 
operations in this market could easily be underway by the later 
2020s / early 2030s.

Long Haul Logistics, where aircraft transport significant 
payloads beyond 500 nm, will primarily be conducted by larger 
manned aircraft. The distinction between MHL and LHL is very 
gray and will overlap (particularly around 300-600 nm). At the 

MightyFly Second Generation Aircraft Cento 2 – Courtesy of MightyFly

certification of fully autonomous drones. Driven by the market, 
the infrastructure and regulatory requirements are being 
instituted in a stepwise process and should be in place at a 
global scale within the next five years. 

Medium Haul Logistics includes both manned and unmanned 
vehicles capable of delivering larger payloads (over 10 lbs.) at 
distances between 50-500 nm. Many of this class are simply 
repurposed electric aircraft like the Alia-250 cargo variant, but 
there are also dedicated longer range eVTOL vehicles emerging 
that are taking advantage of the technical improvements 
already noted for passenger vehicles. In addition to the longer 
range afforded by the new designs and propulsion systems, 
greater payloads (as alluded to above) are now a possibility. 
This market could be also highlighted as the “middle-mile” 
logistics that will allow distribution centers to have much 
greater flexibility in moving inventory between sites in 
preparation for final delivery by SHL vehicles thereby providing 
economic incentive. Elroy Air’s Chaparral C1 is a perfect 
example of these larger UAS. Similarly, MightyFly’s MF-100 
and Pipistrel’s NUUVA 20 and 300 have a maximum range 
performance just over the 500 nm upper limit for MHL with  
a planned mission set is the MHL market. Like SHL, other uses 
for these drones create sub-markets in agricultural support 
and emergency services. The Pyka Pelican Spray automated 
crop-duster is a great example of this diversity. 

Continued >
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longer range, as with MHL, these aircraft will mostly be variants 
of passenger AAM aircraft. However, with the institution of 
BVLOS, even drones will be coming into his market. First to the 
table will be conventionally powered yet revolutionary design 
drones like those offered by Natilus (https://natilus.co/vehicles/) 
for the longer range / heavier payload flights. On the short-
range side, this market includes hybrid/electric eVTOL aircraft 
like Sabrewing’s Rhaegal and Pipistrel NUUVA aircraft. In fact,  
as previously stated, these last two look to focus on the  
MHL market for operations but could be considered suitable 
for both depending on the actual mission.

This market has immense potential if airspace and control 
regulations can be overcome. The military has flown large, 
long range, long endurance drones for decades. This proven 
style control for BVLOS, designation of necessary dedicated 
communications and high-confidence, safe, autonomous flight 
for communications loss must transition to the commercial 
sector to allow the market to flourish. Breaking into the legacy 
dominated, manned cargo, large jet aircraft dominated market 
will be an added difficulty, but a significant share of these 
operations by uncrewed, more cost effective vehicles should  
be expected in the 2030 timeframe.

The Advanced Air Mobility market’s notoriety primarily started 
with the vision of air taxi’s and Jetson style personal 
transportation. While that is a portion of this new evolution  
in aviation, it is only one of six applications of the revolutionary 
vehicle and propulsion designs. Given the positive movements 
in regulatory and infrastructure maturation, in parallel to the 
technology being demonstrated today, the next twenty years 
will see this evolution change the face of this industry much 
in the way that the jet engine changed the character of aviation  
in the 1950s. 

Natilus Concept – Courtesy of Volatus
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The Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) industry is set to grow to US $20.8 billion by 2035 at a CAGR 
 (compound annual growth rate) of 22.1%. The concept of electric Vertical Take-off and Landing (eVTOL) 
vehicles and delivery drones may be a fresh and exciting idea for most of the world. Yet for those who  
are well-versed in the field of drones and air mobility, the rapid advancements in Advanced Air Mobility 
(AAM) are nothing new. 

AAM is an overarching term that combines both Urban Air Mobility (UAM), which involves transporting 
persons and cargo above the traffic within a city, and Regional Air Mobility (RAM) which is focused more 
on connecting suburbs, villages and small towns in the countryside as well as islands or communities 
separated by mountainous regions and rivers. Next to eVTOLs, AAM only works in an ecosystem that 
includes physical and communication infrastructures such as vertiports and Unmanned Traffic 
Management (UTM) systems. Though it’s hard to summarize the nitty-gritty details of AAM and how the 
industry got to where it is, let’s take a closer look at the cutting-edge technology driving this revolution.

eVTOLs, Passenger Drones and Air Taxis
Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing vehicles, or eVTOLs, represent a new and innovative approach to air 
mobility and aviation design compared to traditional helicopters. With over 600 concepts from over 350 
companies, the AAM space is rapidly growing. Currently, 5% of these concepts are in the test phase, 
which is the preliminary stage of the certification process. To be widely accepted for use in densely 
populated areas, eVTOLs must meet several important requirements, including safety, noise reduction, 
efficiency, cost-effectiveness, and eco-friendliness.

Over time, the design of eVTOLs has advanced from pure multirotor configurations to augmented lift, 
vectored thrust, and lift-and-cruise configurations. These designs aim to use aerodynamic lift from small 
wings to fly more efficiently over long distances, while still maintaining compactness and weight savings 
through the use of multirotor configurations for short distances. In addition, reducing noise through the 
use of distributed electric propulsion and computational fluid dynamics is a priority,  
as eVTOLs will operate in urban areas.

THE VISION OF ADVANCED AIR MOBILITY:  
eVTOLs, Drone Delivery, Vertiports and UTM
By Drone Industry Insights

In terms of weight, eVTOLs aim to be much 
lighter than traditional helicopters, despite the 
added weight of batteries. Most manufacturers 
are targeting certification under FAA Part 27/29, 
with a maximum takeoff weight of 3,175kg and 
the ability to carry up to nine passengers. Range 
is a central point of discussion in the eVTOL 
industry, with manufacturers aiming for ranges 
of up to 500 km, although the required specific 
battery capacity does not yet exist. On average, 
manufacturers aim for four-seat eVTOLs – 
comparable to a private car.

Our AAM Report covers these and  

other eVTOL topics such as:  

terminology for eVTOL/passenger 

Drone/airTaxi, operating rules and 

certification requirements, funding, 

development stage, propulsion  

system and battery capacities/ 

weight/flightTime as well as 

requirement, handling and costs… 

overview of social acceptance studies, 

timeline and milestones, technical 

improvements, and outlook.

Drone Delivery: 
Small and Big Cargo
Drone delivery was and is one of the focal points 
when people talk about the drone industry. 
However, the answer to the question: “Will my 
Pizza soon come by drone?” in most cases w 
ill for the foreseeable time be ”not likely”.  
Last-mile drone delivery is very complex –  
other delivery scenarios (e.g. delivery to a small 
packaging station) are more likely, especially in 
densely populated city centers. Nevertheless, 
in the suburbs and rural areas, drones already 
deliver retail, food and medical supplies to  
“the doorstep” today.

The first drone deliveries to take off have been 
those carrying medical goods. They are proving 
to be transformative for under-developed 
countries like Rwanda, Ghana, Vanuatu, and 
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soon India and the Democratic Republic of Congo test and conduct medical 
drone deliveries. In more western countries, Switzerland has employed them 
for two years, testing organ transplant deliveries while several countries have 
already enjoyed food deliveries by drone including Iceland, Finland, Australia, 
the United States and many more. Finally, as e-commerce and postal service 
giants like Walmart, Amazon, Rakuten, JD.com enter the drone delivery market, 
retail goods and industrial materials are beginning to be delivered by drone.

When there is no or strongly limited access to infrastructure, big cargo 
drones offer most value. Transporting cargo to remote places (e.g. off-shore 
oil rigs, islands, etc.) often requires slow and costly solutions. Large cargo 
drones can leapfrog the price-intensive construction of ground infrastructure 
(e.g. a new road, train track or ferry slips) and deliver goods directly to the 
point of consumption. However, the combination between direct, first-mile/
last-mile, mid-mile/feeder, and hub forwarding will be a key component for 
the logistics and success of drone delivery.

On drone delivery, our Advanced Air Mobility Report features: 

 market sectors (food, retail, industrial, medical), business 

models, financials and partners, payload-vs-range performance 

Vertiports and Landing Pads
To fully realize their potential, eVTOLs and delivery drones will depend on the 
availability of proper physical infrastructure, specifically vertiports. Vertiports 
serve as hubs and provide the necessary infrastructure for takeoff and 
landing, recharging, maintenance, and storage. The design and capabilities 
of vertiports will play a crucial role in ensuring the safety, efficiency, and 
sustainability of AAM, making them an integral part of the future of air 
mobility and transportation as a whole.

There are several types of ground infrastructures such as: drone landing 
pads/stations, drone cargo hubs, verti-pads/verti-stops, verti-hubs and 
AAM-bubs, all of which have different capacities and fulfill different needs 
for eVTOLs and delivery/cargo drones. Among the top issues to consider are 
location, noise mitigation, power supply, maintenance, and any additional 
value to society that the vertiports would bring (e.g. shops, food, etc).  
This is perhaps one reason why all existing requirements for vertiport design 
are currently published as draft versions rather than complete regulations.

AAM Report includes: detailed look at vertiport types, top 

applications and candidate locations for eVTOL and cargo, 

market players, and global pilot projects

UTM – Unmanned Traffic Management
Much like vertiports, Unmanned Traffic Management (UTM) is a critical tool 
for managing the growing number of eVTOL and drone operations in shared 
and segregated airspace. It serves as a cooperative platform for stakeholders 
such as drone operators, National Aviation Authorities (NAA), Air Navigation 
Service Providers (ANSP), and traditional Air Traffic Management (ATM) to 
determine and communicate real-time airspace status for drones of all sizes. 
UTM helps ensure the safety of low-altitude drone operations and enables 
permanent broadcasting of drone position and communication between 
drones, manned aircraft, operators, and ANSPs.

At its core, UTM includes several core elements, including registration, 
strategic deconfliction, monitoring and alerting, tactical deconfliction,  
and remote identification. During the registration process, drone operators, 
pilots, and drones are registered with the required information in accordance 
with local regulations. Strategic deconfliction assesses and schedules flight 
plans to ensure safe distances from other airspace users, while monitoring 
and alerting provides live monitoring of individual flights and alerts operators 
and other airspace users in the event of deviations from the agreed plan. 
Tactical deconfliction allows for modifications to the flight plan during the 
flight in response to unplanned airspace events, and remote identification 
identifies the drone in operation and provides information about its speed, 
position, and direction.

UTM plays a critical role in managing drone traffic in controlled airspace  
and will eventually manage BVLOS flights in non-segregated airspace.  
The ultimate goal of UTM is to support ANSPs in maintaining a safe airspace 
and provide the necessary infrastructure for safe and efficient air mobility 
and drone operations. The development of UTM will continue to evolve as 
the number of drone operations increases, and it will be essential for the 
sustainable growth of AAM.

In AAM Report: UTM goals, architecture, implementation status, 

timeline, framework comparison, UTM standards, market 

players, global trial programs

AAM: Advanced Air Mobility:  
from Vision to Reality
The promise of Advanced Air Mobility is irresistible: clean, cheap air 
transportation, instantly summoned with the tap of a finger on a smartphone. 
That vision is fueling a worldwide boom in eVTOL prototypes, with new 
aircraft emerging from hangars seemingly every month. The vision to fly 
above these traffic jams in a quick and ecologically-friendly pod is tempting 
and one of the main drivers for this industry. But it doesn’t stop there. 
Logistics – both Hub-to-Hub, as well as first and last mile delivery – using 
fully automated platforms to connect centers all the way up to end clients, is 
an almost too-good-to-be-true scenario.

Nevertheless, a lot still has to happen before this vision is a reality. Given the 
inseparable nature of AAM with a heavily-regulated aviation industry, 
everything from the vehicles, delivery drones, vertiports and UTM systems to 
coordinate flights still has to go through a lengthy and imperative process of 
testing and certification. Only this will ensure the safety of both the skies and 
everything underneath. So, despite the general public’s fascination with this 
vision, and the eagerness from investors to profit from its entry into market, 
the road to safe and efficient air mobility still faces some speed bumps and 
yield signs. And yet there is no denying that it is very much a green light ahead.

The Advanced Air Mobility (AAM) Report 2022-2035 

features all segments above including market sizes and 

forecast broken down by segment (i.e. Passenger Services, 

Small Cargo Services, Big Cargo Services, Hardware, 

Aftermarket, Other Services), by region, and by country

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferry_slip
https://droneii.com/product/advanced-air-mobility-report
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Women and Drones is dedicated to driving excellence in the 
UAS/AAM industry advocating for female participation in this 
dynamic segment of the global economy. The organization 
recognizes and celebrates accomplishments of exceptional 
women and companies, the trailblazers, innovators,  
and business leaders advancing the aviation industry. 
Their Motto: “If you can see me, you can be me” mirrors the 
awards by inspiring other women by showing them the way. 

The 2023 Emerging Aviation Technologies Awards and 
Thought Leaders’ Summit, convened leaders on the 
frontlines of progress who are breaking new ground and 
harnessing their power to create equitable access for 
women to participate in the aviation industry. A fantastic 
opportunity for attendees to meet the pioneers, breaking 
barriers around the globe in diverse disciplines across 
multiple UAS/AAM platforms to see ourselves in them. 
Summit activities were held in the hospitality suite with 
window views of the sweeping Las Vegas canyon and 
mountains, and after an afternoon of rain, a rainbow 
appeared symbolizing transformation, in perfect alignment 
with summit activities. Networking session followed. 

Women and Drones held their 6th Annual 2023 
Emerging Aviation Technologies (Global) Awards and 
Thought Leaders’ Summit a 3-day event on January 
5-7, concurrently in collaboration with the Consumer 
Technology Show (CES), at the Las Vegas Convention 
and World Trade Center (LVCC).

The Hospitality Suite held live summit activities; video/live 
streaming, interviews, panel discussions, photographs, 
storytelling and networking. Lori DeMatteis, CRO, Matrix 
Space, Host of the Summit, eloquently welcomed attendees 
with daily opening and closing remarks on the activities  
and highlighted CES activities of interest. 

Huy Tran, Lori DeMatteis Kimberly Penn , Anita Sengupta 

Bill Johnson, Hitomi Uematsu

Celebrating  
Women Shaping  
the UAS/AAM Industry
By Patrice McAuliffe

Continued >

https://womenanddrones.com/women-and-drones-global-awards-2/
https://womenanddrones.com/women-and-drones-global-awards-2/
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The 6th Annual Global Awards were  
held live on Friday afternoon, January 6, 
2023, in an expansive room at the LVCC. 
The room was filled with excitement in 
anticipation of the afternoon awards 
ceremony. Lori DeMatteis gave a heartfelt 
welcoming address setting the stage 
for a spectacular showcase of uniquely 
talented diverse women recognized for 
their contributions for advancing the 
UAS industry. Awards Keynote speakers, 
Abigail Smith, Executive Director, Office 
of UAS Integration at Federal Aviation 
Administration and Beth Flippo, CEO of 
Drone Express impressed with passionate storytelling and inspiring words. 
 It was the perfect preamble to announce awardees in each of the 5 global awards categories (listed below). 

The Hall of Fame for Women in Emerging Aviation Technologies recognizes highly experienced and accomplished 
business women in the industry representing a cross-section of professionals in industry-enabling career fields. 

THE INAUGURAL HALL OF FAME INDUCTEES:

•  Anita Sengupta 
Founder/CEO of Hydroplane Ltd, Aerospace  
Engineer, Commercial Pilot, Space Program Veteran

•  Erin Roesler 
Director of Operations for the Northern  
Plains UAS Test Site

•  Fiona Lake 
Founder of Australia’s Rural Drone Academy

•  Huy Tran  
Director of Aeronautics at 
the NASA Ames Research Center

•  Jennifer Pidgen  
COO at Sundance Media Group and  
UAS Book Co-Author

•  Lisa Ellman 
Executive Director of the Commercial  
Drone Alliance, and Partner at Hogan Lovells

•  Marilyn Pearson 
Global Regulatory Lead for AAM/eVTOL/UAS, Pilot/ 
Instructor Commercial Crewed and Uncrewed Aircraft

•  Miriam McNabb 
 Editor of DRONELIFE.com

•  Robin Murphy 
Director of the Center for Robot-Assisted Search and  
Rescue, Professorof Computer Science and Engineering

•  Sabrina Saunders-Hodge 
Director of Research Engineering and Analysis Division, 
FAA Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Office 

•  Sally French 
 Journalist and Founder of The Drone Girl Website  

•  Tracy Lamb 
CEO of Quantum AI, Commercial Pilot/Instructor  
Crewed and Uncrewed Aircraft

Celebrating  
Women Shaping  
the UAS/AAM Industry

Continued >
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 •  Airspeeder (Australia)

 •  CAE Inc (Canada)

 •  Hydroplane Ltd. (United States)

 •  Kenya Flying Labs (Kenya)

 •  NASA Aeronautics Research Institute (United States)

 •  She Maps (Australia)

 •  Swoop Aero (Australia)

 •  WingXpand (United States)

TOP COMPANIES FOR WOMEN IN EMERGING 
AVIATION TECHNOLOGIES IN 2022:

DRONES FOR GOOD AWARD:

•  Center for Robot-Assisted Search and Rescue 
(CRASAR), Robin Murphy, Hall of Fame Inductee, 
Laura Hart and Rayne Hawkins, sponsored by  
FoxFury Lighting Solutions

Lori DeMatteis made closing remarks, thanked the attendees 
for their support and encouraged everyone to continue to 
celebrate and empower women in their communities.  
A private awards reception followed the awards ceremony.

In conclusion, the 6th Annual Global Awards ceremony  
was a truly inspiring and uplifting event that showcased the 
incredible achievements of women and the impact they 
have on their communities and the world. The awards 
ceremony serves as a reminder of the limitless potential 
women wield and the important role, they play in shaping 
the world.

Many thanks to the Women and Drones incredibly talented 
team who orchestrated this event. I strongly recommend 
attending the 7th Annual Global Awards to 
continue celebrating the contributions of 
women and companies in the UAS/AAM 
industry.

To nominate a deserving woman for the  
2023 awards, click here or scan the QR code.

AWARDEES OF THE  
FOLLOWING CATEGORIES:

The Women to Watch in Emerging Technologies  
recognizes women who are making significant contributions 
to the drone industry inspiring innovations and solutions, 
leading people, and companies, promoting other women  
in leadership positions, positively shaping the public 
perceptions of drones, empowering more women to  
enter the industry as well as advocating for more inclusive 
practices in STEM.

 •   LEADERSHIP  
Diana Copper (USA), Global Head of Policy & 
Regulations, Supernal sponsored by Sabrewing  
Aircraft Company

 •   ENGINEERING  
Wendy Ljungren (USA) Founder, Anzen Unmanned 
sponsored by MFRA

 •  PUBLIC SAFETY  
Miriam Foxx (USA), Captain, Investigations Division  
at City of Chula Vista Police Department sponsored  
by FOX Flight Team

 •  ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
Niharika Kolte Alekar (India), Founder, Volar Alta  
sponsored by Spright

 •  VISUAL ARTS  
 Joanna Steidle (USA), Drone Pilot-Artist & FPV/ 
Owner-Hamptons Drone Images sponsored by  
On The Go Video

 •  DRONE SPORT  
Ryan Lindsay Grieves (USA), National Ambassador, 
Team USA FPV Racing Pilot

 •  TRAILBLAZER  
Lexie Janson (Poland), AirSpeeder EXA Series Pilot

 •  EDUCATION  
Ndapile Mkuwu (Malawi), National Instructor/drone 
pilot, Adda Malawi-African Drone & Data Academy

 •   AI/AUTONOMY  
Baisali Ghosh (India), Marcom Manager at 
 FlytBase,Inc.-Flytnow

 •  GIS  
 Joan Li (Australia), Earth Observation Data  
Scientist, GeoNadir

COMPANY INNOVATION AWARD:

  •  Hydroplane, Anita Sengupta, Hall of Fame Inductee, 
sponsored by Titan Aviation

https://womenanddrones.com/2023-global-awards/
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Thank You
 

Women in Emerging Aviation Technologies
AWARDS CELEBRATION AND SUMMIT SPONSORS

TO OUR 6TH ANNUAL
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“ LEADERSHIP: 
BE WHO YOU ARE”

Good afternoon! I’d like to start by congratulating everyone 
being honored today. You are inspiring change and 
advocating for greater inclusion in the drone industry and 
You deserve to be recognized. Woot woot! 

Sharon asked me to make this speech personal, so here 
goes. I feel like I’m beta-testing a profile for Match.com. 
[Pause] “Hi! I’m Abby. I love movies and intend to rewrite  
aviation history.” [Pause] Okay, that’s not exactly true.  
I do LOVE the movies and throw a killer Oscar party,  
and I am an active part of writing that next chapter of  
aviation history. But the Match.com part—untrue. I’m  
happily married, Match.com is so 15 years ago for me. 
[Pause] 

Seriously, this is an incredible moment in aviation history. 
Nothing against the Wright Brothers, but right now in this 
aviation rennasance akin to the first flights there in  
Kittyhawk - women are now on that beach! Believe you 
me, we aren’t writing in the sand. What women are 
accomplishing in aviation—and in drones specifically— 
isn’t gonna get washed away with the evening tide.  
We are going way beyond what the Wright Brothers  
did and democratizing the skies in a way they’ve never  
been before.

So how ARE we democratizing the skies? There is a huge 
economic barrier to becoming a certified commercial pilot.  
It takes a lot of time and at lot of money. But to become  
a certified drone operator costs about 200 dollars. 
With significantly lower barriers to enter this field, we are 
seeing a more diverse aviation community with stronger 
representation of historically underrepresented 
communities like women, minorities, and people with 

KEYNOTE BY ABIGAIL SMITH 
CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW
LAS VEGAS, JANUARY 6, 2023

disabilities. Drones and emerging aviation technologies make 
Flight more affordable, inclusive, and accessible.  
Which is great because 2.3% of the high school graduating 
class of 2023 are needed right now to work just in the  
drone industry = folks that’s about 67,500 graduates!

Naturally, everybody wants to get in on the ground floor 
to something big. And with this industry, the trip from the 
ground floor to the penthouse will never be faster. 
 You want a seat at the table? There are more tables than 
there have ever been. And, there is a seat for you. But the 
seats at the table are not only it’s not only in the tradition 
aviation fields such as pilots and engineers that we will need 
a greater representation of women. We will need women 
in EVERY seat in all the industries drones help support. 
Drones for real estate, construction, photography, 
cinematography, public safety, agriculture, insurance, 
manufacturing, inspections, and delivery – just to name a 
few. And we NEED more women at the table in all of these 
fields! The sky’s the limit and the sky is limitless!

BUT, (I know you saw this coming) McKinsey recently 
published its Women in the Workplace 2022 report.  
They collected information from 333 participating 
organizations employing more than 12 million people, 
surveyed more than 40,000 employees, and conducted 
interviews with women of diverse identities—including 
women of color, LGBTQ+ women, and women with 
disabilities—to examine biases and barriers.

This year’s research revealed a term they coined a 
“Great Breakup.” To quote the study, “women leaders are 
switching jobs at the highest rates we’ve ever seen—and 
at higher rates than men in leadership, [which] could have 

Hall of Fame Ceremony

Continued >
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serious implications for companies. Women are already 
significantly underrepresented in leadership. For years, 
fewer women have risen through the ranks because of  
the ‘broken rung’ at the first step up to management. Now, 
companies are struggling to hold onto the relatively few 
women leaders they have. And all of these dynamics are 
even more pronounced for women of color.”

Clearly, there is a problem with the pipeline. Although there 
has been some increase in representation over the last year 
eight years, women are still dramatically underrepresented 
in corporate America. And this is particularly true in senior 
leadership where only one in four C-suite leaders is a woman 
and only one in 20 is a woman of color. This is completely 
unacceptable. For every 100 men who are promoted from 
entry-level roles to manager positions, only 87 women are 
promoted and only 82 women of color are promoted.  
As this trickles up to the C-Suite level, there aren’t as many 
women to promote to senior leadership positions.

So why are women leaders switching jobs? First, they want 
to advance but they face stronger headwinds than men, 
such as experiencing microagressions. Second, they are 
overworked and under recognized. Compared to men at 
their level, women leaders are more active in supporting 
employee well-being and fostering diversity, equity, 
inclusion, and accessibility. These efforts increase  
employee retention and morale but are not formally 
rewarded in most companies. Finally, women leaders 
are seeking a different culture of work – one that is more 
inclusive and prioritizes employee well-being.

I’m sure many, if not all, of you can relate to these feelings 
and experiences. Your presence today indicates you are 
change-makers and leaders. So you’ve probably wondered 
how to tackle these problems. How can each of us help 
make our organizations better? How can we improve the 
workplace not just for women but for everyone?

I believe the answer lies in helping each individual feel 
valued. It’s about recognizing their unique gifts and seeing 
each person for who they truly are. It’s about helping  
people understand we need them in our ecosystem. 

Remember earlier I said I loved movies? Okay, who here  
has seen the new Avatar? [raise hand] I saw it, too. I promise 
I won’t give away any spoilers but one thing I loved about the 
story is that the entire family and community for that matter 
had to work together to accomplish their goal and each of 
them contributed their unique talents. Everyone pulled their 
weight and everyone brought value. This group would have 

failed their mission if one of them had held back and not 
contributed. And as leaders, that is a concept we must not 
only preach but also practice. In Avatar, the lead female, 
Neytiri, says, “I see you.” In this context, seeing is more than 
just viewing someone – it is looking into someone and seeing 
their soul. Now that is a message we should communicate 
as often as possible AND practices routinely.

I strive to do this in my organization. Each day, I send out an 
email to all the employees and in each message, I provide a 
shout-out to a team member whose efforts I want to honor 
that day. This is one of the ways I say “I see you” and help my 
team members know that they are valued and have a seat at 
the table. I invite you to spend a few minutes tonight or later 
this weekend considering ways you can more intentionally 
“see” others. This practices lifts everyone you lead and 
ESPECIALLY the women!

I became an air traffic controller in 91— that’s 1991—and I 
learned pretty quickly that air traffic control is a rigid science, 
a formless voice in the ear of every pilot. The voice does 
not make suggestions. This voice issues commands. It tells 
people what to do, how to do it, when to do it. Not only 
must they obey, but they must repeat what they’ve been 
told. Climb. Descend. Turn left, turn right. Compliance is 
mandatory, or ramifications are soon to follow. But being 
in charge is not the same as being a leader. I think we’d 
all agree that ordering people around is not leadership. 
Leadership, real leadership, is touching a chord in someone. 
Leadership is the ability to bring about change or action or 
response because others want to follow you. It is in SEEING 
each person’s gifts and making a seat at the table for them.

My first supervisor really “saw” me. He used motivation and 
encouragement as his primary leadership tools. He looked 

Continued >
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for ways to create opportunities and to build my self-
esteem. Years later, the worst supervisor I ever had told me 
that my leadership skills were so poor that I’d be best suited 
managing a group of 3 people. They said I had no vision 
or strategy. But I’m glad that I didn’t take their word for it. 
Because in my very next job, I led 450 people, launched a 
full-scale reorganization, and digitized all the aeronautical 
charts in the country – something that has been essential  
as it turns out for the drone revolution. So the lesson  
I learned from that supervisor was to tune out the 
nay-sayers and focus on people – our greatest asset.

While there are natural leaders—and I do think everyone 
has at least some of this in their DNA—leadership rises 
to the top when crunch time comes. Leadership doesn’t  
build character, it reveals it. That’s because leadership is 
a choice and activity. It’s not something you seize. 
Leadership is something you exhibit. 

But what about people who never “get the chance” to lead? 
That list is long and distinguished. I’ve been on it more than 
once, and I’m sure you have, too. And it’s imperative that we 
recognize, honor, and “see” those people who aren’t out in 
front leading the charge, but rather making things happen 
behind the scenes. These people are quietly doing their  
jobs and contributing to the overall mission of our 
organizations. And unless we actively learn about their gifts, 
we will likely miss out on opportunities to benefit from and 
learn from them. That is why democratizing the skies is so 
appealing to people like you and me. We want to create 
meaningful space for people to make a dent—a difference—
using their unique gifts. A difference down here [tap 
podium] and a difference up there [point]. 

In closing, I want to honor each of you today. I want to 
shout hooray and give all of you hugs, high-fives, and fist 
bumps. I want to thank you for making history, for inspiring 
innovation, and for creating more seats at the table for 
women to embrace the world of drones. There is a reason 
you are being inducted to the Hall of Fame today. Your grit, 
tenacity, courage, and passion empower us all. Be confident 
and continue trailblazing. Keep your eyes open and “see” 
people who aren’t here today—contributors who have not 
yet been recognized but are just as deserving.

We are in the Renaissance of Aviation. We need everyone’s 
help. Focus on people. Focus on your mission. To all of you 
using drones for good – to the marine biologist, the real 
estate agent, the 3D modeler, the journalist, the rooftop 
inspector, the first responder, the drone pilot instructor –  
I SEE YOU! We ALL see you! Drones are not the next big 
thing; they are the big thing! Demonstrate the characteristics 
we’ve discussed today and you will find that the sky isn’t the 
limit after all. Thank you. 
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Women in Emerging  
Aviation Technologies  
Lauded at CES

THE 6TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE WOMEN AND DRONES GLOBAL AWARDS 
 SHOWCASED AN EVENT THAT WAS A HIGHLIGHT DURING 2023 CES IN LAS VEGAS, NEVADA.  

THIS RECAP OF THE AFTERNOON’S HONOREES WHO COLLECTIVELY AND DYNAMICALLY FORGE TO  
NAVIGATE THE UNCREWED AERIAL SKIES-WE CELEBRATE AND HONOR THEIR  

AERONAUTICAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND SAVVY BUSINESSES.

The 2022 Women and Drones Global Awards with  
lead sponsor Sabrewing Aircraft Company was  
indeed a celebration. The awards ceremony featured:  
Women to Watch Awards, Company Innovation  
Award, Drones for Good Award, Top Companies 
for Women in Emerging Aviation Technologies and  
the Inaugural Hall of Fame Inductees.

It was an afternoon filled with candor and sincere 
recognition of all honorees. Lori DeMatteis, Chief Revenue 
Officer, Matrixspace, Inc., shared energizing welcoming 
comments as the Ambassador for the 2022 Awards.

The award celebration began with a dazzling video 
showcasing the individuals and companies who comprise 
the WTW 2022 honorees. The fervor anticipatory thread 
weaving through the audience was evident as the awards 
ceremony began. This energy was sparked through the 
opening remarks which were honest, dynamic and inspiring.

The first keynote speaker, Abigail Smith, 
Deputy Executive Director of the 
Office of UAS Integration, Federal 
Aviation Administration, led the 
charge for the evening’s festivities 

by reminding us that we must forge 
ahead despite obstacles or barriers to 

advance the UAS industry and demand DEI 
accomplishments. Such as the mention, that one company 
has more female employees working in leadership roles 
than men at their business. We must not be stymied in our 
collective and collaborative efforts to advance women in 
emerging aviation technologies. 

The second keynote speaker,  
Beth Flippo, Chief Executive Officer, 

Drone Express continued to inspire 
the audience through her dynamic 
challenges. Including the focus upon 
the resourcefulness that we can 

provide each other and ongoing support 
for our collective business endeavors.

The Awards Ceremony began with showcasing the Women 
to Watch trophy presentations. This award is designed to 
acknowledge and motivate women who are driving change 
and leading industry closer gender parity. This dynamic 
group of women raises the profile of women in the industry 
and encourages more women to embrace the UAS/AAM 
technology. 

The 2022 Sabrewing Aircraft Leadership Award recognizes 
an individual woman who demonstrates exceptional ability 
to motivate people or groups to achieve to a common 
goal. Sabrewing Aircraft Company is a manufactured or 
uncrewed heavy lift commercial air vehicles headquartered 
in Camarillo, California, USA. Sabrewing is creating innovative 
technologies and products that will help grow and transform 
the way the world ships air-cargo. Diana Cooper, Supernal, 
USA is the 2022 Women to Watch Leadership Award recipient.

The 2022 Metis Engineering award recognizes an  
individual woman who is engaged in the engineering 
and or manufacturing aspects of the UAS/AAM industry.  
Wendy Ljungren, Anzen Umnanned, USA is the  
2022 Women to Watch Engineering Award recipient.

The 2022 Spright Entrepreneurship Award was presented  
to Niharika Kolte Alekar, Volaralta, India.

Continued >

By Carolyn White

https://womenanddrones.com/wtw-2022/
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The 2022 OnTheGo Visual Arts Award was presented to 
Joanna Steidle, Hamptons Drone Images, USA, is the 
2022 Women to Watch Visual Arts Award recipient.

The 2022 Fox Flight Team for Public Safety Award 
was presented to Miriam Foxx, Chula Vista Police 
Department, USA.

The 2022 Drones Sports Award was presented to  
Ryan Grieves, USA.

The Trailblazer Award focuses upon the WTW who exemplify 
the uncharted and challenging aspects of enterprising aspects 
of UAS business platforms. Not surprising this award makes 
the everyday routine of drone operations sit up and take 
notice! Lexie Janson, Airspeeder, Poland was presented  
with the 2022 Women to Watch Trailblazer Award recipient.

There were three award recipients unable to attend the 
ceremony, however Lori DeMatteis, Ambassador for the 
2022 awards recognized these awardees: 

 •  The 2022 AI/Autonomy Award recipient:  
Baisali Ghosh, Flynow, India

 •  The 2022 GIS Award recipient:  
Joan Li, Geo Nadir, Australia 

 •  The 2022 Education Award recipient: 
Ndapile Mkuwu, Adda Malawi, Malawi

Each of these distinguished women have made significant  
and impactful technological, heightened community 
awareness and positive progressions in the UAS industry.

The Company Award Presentations were captivating due to 
the efforts of a dedicated panel of judges who painstakingly 
reviewed the nominations to ultimately select such a fantastic 
representation of companies. 

The Company Innovation Award sponsored by Titian Aviation 
and presented by President Toni Drummond to honoree: 
Hydroplane, Anita Sengupta, CEO.  

The Company Drones for Good Award sponsored by FoxFury 
Lighting Solutions and presented by Vice President, Maria 
Cugini to honoree: The Center for Robotic-Assisted Search  
and Rescue, accepted by Dr. Robin Murphy. 

For more information on the Company Innovation and 
Drones for Good honorees click here.

Trophies for the Top Companies for Women in Emerging Aviation Technologies 
Awards sponsored by Sabrewing Aircraft Company were presented to six of the 
eight honorees who were present at the award’s ceremony. The Top Company 
honorees include:

 • AIRSPEEDER, AUSTRALIA
 • CAE, CANADA
 • HYDROPLANE, UNITED STATES
 • KENYA FLYING LABS, KENYA
 • NASA, UNITED STATES
 • SHE MAPS, AUSTRALIA
 • SWOOP AERO, AUSTRALIA
 • WINGXPAND, UNITED STATES

Information about each of the Top Companies for Women in Emerging Aviation 
Technologies can be found here.

Continued >
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The Inaugural Hall of Fame Women in Emerging 
Aviation Technologies Award was the capstone event. 
The 2022 Hall of Fame inductees included a notable 
number of presenters and recipients who traveled 
literally across the globe to be in our presence. The 
inspiring introductions by former Women to Watch 
honorees added to the vivid descriptions of their 
collective accomplishments in aviation.  

The Inaugural Hall of Fame Women in Emerging 
Aviation Technologies inductees:

Listed in alphabetical order by first name:

ANITA SENGUPTA, 
CEO, Hydroplane Ltd., USA 
(introduced by Toni Drummond, USA, 2021, Top Company Innovation)

ERIN ROESLER,  
Director of Operation, UAS Northern Plains  
Test Site, USA  
(introduced by Karen DiMeo, USA, 2021 Woman to Watch, Leadership)

FIONA LAKE,  
Founder, Rural Drone Academy, Australia 
(introduced by Lexie Janson, Poland, 2022 Woman to Watch, Trailblazer)

HUY TRAN,  
Director of Aeronautics, NASA 
(introduced by Dawn Zoldi, USA, 2019 Woman to Watch, Leadership)

JENNIFER PIDGEN,  
Creator of Opportunities (COO) Sundance Media, USA  
(introduced by Raquel Molina, Brazil, 2020 Woman to Watch, 
Entrepreneurship)

LISA ELLMAN,  
Partner, Hogan, Lovells & Executive Director, 
Commercial Drone Alliance, USA 
(introduced by Gretchen West, USA, 2017 Woman to Watch, Influencer)

MARILYN PEARSON, 
CAE, Global Regulatory Lead, AAM/eVTOL/UAS, USA  
(introduced by Karen DiMeo, USA, 2021 Woman to Watch, Leadership)

MIRIAM MCNABB,  
Editor, DRONELIFE, USA 
(introduced by Gretchen West, USA, 2017 Woman to Watch, Influencer)

DR. ROBIN MURPHY,  
Professor of Computer Science and Engineering, 
Texas A&M University, USA 
(introduced by April Lanotte, USA, 2021 Woman to Watch, Education)

SABRINA SAUNDERS-HODGE,  
Director, Research, Engineering & Analysis Division FAA 
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Integration Office 
(introduced by April Lanotte, USA, 2021 Woman to Watch Education)

SALLY FRENCH,  
Founder, The Drone Girl, USA 
(introduced by Hitomi Uematsu, Singapore, 2019 Woman to Watch, 
Entrepreneurship)

TRACY LAMB,  
CEO, Quantum AI, USA 
(introduced by Bronwyn Morgan, 2021 Woman to Watch, 
Entrepreneurship) 

To learn more about each of the women inducted into the 
Hall of Fame click here.

The resourcefulness that each of us can provide and  
support the endeavors of women in aviation technologies  
was ever so present both at the start of the evening and 
certainly elevated to a new level by the conclusion of the  
2022 Women and Drones Global Awards. 

https://womenanddrones.com/hall-of-fame-2022/
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When approaching a complex ecosystem, I apply several 
frameworks that help me think through all its synergistic features. 
In this edition of Vertical Lift, I discuss how the principles of 
High-Reliability Organizations, or HROs are applicable to uncrewed 
aerial systems. HRO principles can be important in the knowledge 
management of uncrewed aerial operations, large and small. 

Knowledge management is a broad term used in organizational 
environments to denote an ecosystem connected to learning, innovation,  
leadership, and agility. Why should we care about Knowledge Management? 
Because it helps us sense-make a complex and interconnected world that 
often self-organizes outside of the traditional management structures used 
to deal with chaos and complexity. Josh Kaufman, in “How to Fight Like a 
Hydra,” says that “ [p]eople strive to make their world comprehensible, 
predictable, and rewarding, but their locus of control extends only so far. 
No matter who you are, what you do, or the resources at your disposal, 
you must learn to live with uncertainty, complexity, ambiguity, and fear of 
the unknown. That’s the cause of our discontent: we want to be assured 
of the outcome before we invest.” When I think about the entanglements 
of connections related to successful drone operations, it is good to have 
several tools in your toolbox to handle all that complexity.

High-Reliability Organizational (HRO) principles have been applied to 
general aviation for many years. Most of us have great confidence when 
getting on an airplane that it won’t crash and that we’ll arrive safely at  
our destination. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) tells us that 
“every day, FAA’s Air Traffic Organization (ATO) provides service to more 
than 45,000 flights and 2.9 million airline passengers across more than  
29 million square miles of airspace.” 1

APPLYING HIGH-RELIABILITY PRINCIPLES

TO UNCREWED  
AERIAL SYSTEMS PRINCIPLES OF HIGH-

RELIABILITY ORGANIZATIONS
Two prominent organizational approaches 
to safety, Normal Accident Theory, and 
High-Reliability Organizations have focused 
on various industries that deal with hazardous 
situations, developed concepts to explicate 
organizational structure and culture, and 
debated whether accidents are inevitable in 
complex systems.2 To that end, understanding 
people’s social psychology in groups and how 
they interact is essential to the success of 
High-Reliability Organizations, or HROs. 

Based on previous research by Charles Perrow 
(1984), Weick and Roberts (1993), and other 
work by Dr. Karleen Roberts in the 1990s, 
HROs can be defined as organizations that 
have succeeded in avoiding “normal accidents” 
where there was high expectation of accidents 
due to risk factors and intense complexity.3 

HROs operate and manage processes with  
the potential to adversely affect human life  
or the environment.

As a sociologist, Charles Perrow contributed 
to a sociological perspective of organizational 
analysis and organizational behavior studies 
which had been heavily influenced by  
psychology. He studied decision-making in 
centralized vs. decentralized organizations 
and presented a sociological view of the 
human-machine interface, particularly for 
decision-making under varying abilities and

By Angi English

Continued >
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demands. In 1981, Perrow wrote an 
article called “Normal Accident at 
Three Mile Island.” In 1984, in “Normal 
Accidents,” he talked about how 
people interact in complex systems 
to create a whole, unitary system. 
The interactions between people in 
complex environments create create 
the susceptibility to accidents, making 
accidents inevitable.4

1   “Air Traffic by the Numbers.” Air Traffic By The Numbers 
| Federal Aviation Administration. Accessed January 31, 
2023. https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/by_the_numbers.

2   “Google Scholar - Sage Journals.” Accessed January 31, 2023.  
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0170840 
608101478.

3  Perrow, Charles. “Normal Accidents: Living with High-Risk  
Technologies - Updated Edition.” Amazon.Princeton 
University Press, 2011. https://www.amazon.com/Normal-
Accidents-Living-High-RiskTechnologies/dp/0691004129? 
ie=UTF8&%2AVersion%2Aentries%2A=0.

4 Ibid

WHAT ARE NORMAL 
ACCIDENTS?

The Normal Accident has four 
characteristics:
1.  Signals only noticed in retrospect. 

(hindsight bias, lessons learned)

2.  Multiple design and equipment 
failures. (enabling and  
constraining conditions)

3.  Some operator error which is 
 only considered an error once  
the accident is understood. 
(hindsight bias, availability bias)

4.  “Negative synergy” where the 
sum of equipment, design, and 
operator errors is far greater 
than the consequences of  
each singly.5  (unintended 
consequences of complex  
systems)

In 1984, Perrow investigated “normal 
accidents.” He concluded that while all 
organizations would eventually have 
accidents because of their complexity  
and interdependence, some 
organizations were remarkably adept 
at avoiding them. Why is that?

TWO ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF HROS
From the previous question grew the definition and characteristics of HROs. 
At this point in its development, the research has identified some key attributes  
of HROs.6 More specifically, HROs actively seek to know what they don’t know, 
design systems to make available all knowledge that relates to a problem to 
everyone in the organization, learn in a quick and efficient manner, aggressively 
avoid organizational hubris, train organizational staff to recognize and respond  
to system abnormalities, empower staff to act, and design redundant systems  
to catch problems early.

High-reliability organizations share two essential characteristics:
• They constantly confront the unexpected and;
• They operate with remarkable consistency and effectiveness.7

5   “Dave Van Stralen, Tom Mercer, Karl Weick, Karlene Roberts,” Dave van Stralen, Tom Mercer, Karl Weick, Karlene Roberts, accessed  
 January 31, 2023, https://www.high-reliability.org/PerrowComplex.

6  “Dave Van Stralen, Tom Mercer, Karl Weick, Karlene Roberts,” Dave van Stralen, Tom Mercer, Karl Weick, Karlene Roberts, accessed 
 January 31, 2023, https://www.high-reliability.org/faqs#one.

7  “5 Habits of Highly Reliable Organizations - Fastcompany.com,” accessed January 31, 2023, https://www.fastcompany.com/44844/5- 
 habits-highly-reliable-organizations.

FIVE PRINCIPLES OF HIGH-RELIABILITY ORGANIZATIONS
Five principles of High-Reliability Organizations have been identified by Drs. Weick 
& Sutcliff in their book, “Managing the Unexpected: Resilient performance in the 
Age of Uncertainty.”

Continued >

https://www.high-reliability.org/PerrowComplex
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Preoccupied with Failure
First, HROs are preoccupied with failure. Don’t be tricked by 
your success. In HROs, failures are embraced, even weak 
signals, in order to take action to stop further damage from 
occurring, to learn why it happened, and to know how to 
prevent the failure from happening again.8 It’s not a blame 
game of people. The focus is placed on understanding the 
system and its interconnections. HRO strategies spell out 
mistakes that are unlikely but possible due to the human 
factor aspects of HROs. They look relentlessly for symptoms 
of malfunctioning as they may be a clue to additional failures 
elsewhere in the system. They are incredibly sensitive to 
their own lapses and errors, which are windows into their 
system’s vulnerability. They pick up on small deviations. 
And they react early and quickly to anything that doesn’t fit 
their expectations. They are suspicious of quiet periods and 
obsessed with success liabilities, such as overconfidence.9

Keith Hammonds from Fast Company, provides a great 
example: “Navy aviators often talk about “leemers,” a gut 
feeling that something isn’t right. A pilot feels puzzled, 
agitated, or anxious. Even though she doesn’t know exactly 
what’s wrong, she knows that she needs to abort the mission.  
Typically, those leemers turn out to be good intuitions. 
Something, in fact, is wrong. HROs create climates where 
people feel safe trusting their leemers, the weak signals.10 

They question assumptions and report problems.They quickly 
review unexpected events, no matter how inconsequential. 
They encourage members to be wary of success, suspicious 
of quiet periods, and concerned about stability; all can lead 
to carelessness and errors.”

Reluctant to Simplify
Second, HROs are reluctant to simplify. Although categories 
are unavoidable, they are carried lightly. HROs simplify slowly, 
reluctantly, and mindfully. They put an emphasis on process 
planning which means they look at every step in the process 
or project and try to predict what’s needed. They create 
more complex pictures of situations while encouraging 
the spanning of boundaries, negotiating, skepticism, and 
differences of opinions. Due to their reluctance, the details 
are preserved, and the need for simplification is reduced.

Sensitive to Operations
Third, HROs are responsive to the messy reality inside most 
complex systems. That is, they look at what the organization 
is doing regardless of what they were supposed to do based 
on intentions, designs, and plans. They offer attentiveness to 
those on the front line and acknowledge that an accident is 
often not the result of a single active error. Rather, HROs see 
that accidents are caused by errors lying latent in the system.

Commitment to Resilience
Fourth, with a commitment to resilience HROs can identify, 
control, and recover from errors. They correct them before 
they worsen and cause more serious harm; the system 
continues to operate despite failures. HROs practice worst-
case scenarios and learn from failures. They know they 
have not experienced all possible failures, so they must be 
continually wary of failures. For example, in 1949, the Mann 
Gulch fire killed 13 smoke jumpers. On the spot, the foreman, 
Wagner Dodge, created an escape fire by burning all the 
brush around him and his team, leaving an area where the 
larger fire could not burn. This went against all training, best 
practices, and institutional knowledge. He was being resilient 
with a calm head and used adaptive thinking. When a high-
risk event happens, it is easy to revert to simple answers as 
your stress level rises and you may develop tunnel vision 
and miss critical cues. HROs are reluctant to embrace simple 
answers and embrace complexity, the unknowable, and the 
unpredictable.

Deference to Expertise
Fifth, In HROs, expertise is different from a chain of command. 
It’s agile. In fact, some decisions are made on the front line. 
Listen to your experts —often the people on the front line. 
HROs try to see what people on their frontlines know and 
encourage communication of expertise from all levels. “In a 
macho world, asking for help or admitting that you’re in over 
your head is frowned upon. Good HROs see it as a sign of 
strength to know when you’ve reached the limits of your 
knowledge and know enough to ask for help.”11 Your front 
line knows the work best and has a fuller picture of the 
strengths and weaknesses of an organization, sometimes 
even more than the established hierarchy.

Conclusion
Incorporating the principles of high-reliability organizations 
into the uncrewed aerial ecosystem empowers everyone in 
the ecosystem to be accountable and resilient. The drone 
ecosystem should be reluctant to rely on simple answers and 
embrace complexity the unknowable, and the unpredictable. 
Applying the five principles of HROs to operations at all levels 
of uncrewed aerials systems will bode well for the success of 
any company or organization now and in the future. 

8    Angi English, “Part Three: Understanding Heuristics and Biases in Homeland Security: The Availability Heuristic...,” 
Medium (Homeland Security, June 15, 2016), https://medium.com/homeland-security/partthree-understanding-heuristics-and-
biases-in-homeland-security-the-availability-heuristic-943105d60f85#.8vjanghzr.

 9   “5 Habits of Highly Reliable Organizations - Fastcompany.com,” accessed January 31, 2023,  
https://www.fastcompany.com/44844/5-habits-highly-reliable-organizations

10 Ibid

https://medium.com/homeland-security/part-three-understanding-heuristics-and-biases-in-homeland-security-the-availability-heuristic-943105d60f85#.8vjanghzr
https://medium.com/homeland-security/part-three-understanding-heuristics-and-biases-in-homeland-security-the-availability-heuristic-943105d60f85#.8vjanghzr
https://www.fastcompany.com/44844/5-habits-highly-reliable-organizations
https://www.fastcompany.com/44844/5-habits-highly-reliable-organizations
https://www.fastcompany.com/44844/5-habits-highly-reliable-organizations
https://medium.com/homeland-security/part-three-understanding-heuristics-and-biases-in-homeland-security-the-availability-heuristic-943105d60f85#.8vjanghzr
https://medium.com/homeland-security/part-three-understanding-heuristics-and-biases-in-homeland-security-the-availability-heuristic-943105d60f85#.8vjanghzr
ttps://www.fastcompany.com/44844/5-habits-highly-reliable-organizations
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Implementing an Aviation Safety 
Management System (SMS) can at 
first, be daunting, especially if you 

are relatively new to aviation and the aviation safety 
culture. But have no fear; it is not rocket science, but 
there is a science to it.

By Tracy Lamb

SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

NOT ROCKET SCIENCE,  
BUT SAFETY SCIENCE

FIRST: Acknowledge that SMS is a coming requirement for 
various commercial UAS operations and likely all Advanced 
Aviation Mobility operations. The SMS requirement is already 
incorporated into most existing advanced waivers for UAS – 
have a look yourself online; the FAA stipulates in the waiver 
or approval that “the operator must implement an SMS in 
accordance with Advisory Circular 120-92B”. But what is  
not clear is how comprehensive does this system have to be? 

SECOND: Take a critical look at your operation and ask  
yourself the following questions: 

•  Do we have a clearly documented Safety Policy? And 
policies supporting every aspect of safety operations –  
an example is provided in AC120-92b

•  Who is our nominated accountable executive? – a decision 
flowchart of accountability is provided in FAA AC120-92b

•  Do we have a formal documented process for identifying 
and reporting confidential and anonymous hazards?  
Can be as simple as having suggestion boxes and paper 
or as sophisticated as a reporting platform with a mobile 
app like Quantum AI’s AIRS Vision™.

•  Do we have a policy that protects employees from reprisal 
if they report hazards? Sometimes referred to as ‘just 
culture’, a ‘non-punitive safety culture’, or a ‘proactive 
safety culture’ policy. (info provided in FAA AC120-92b)

•  Do you have a formal process for discussing, and 
processing these hazards, assigning risk, implementing 
safety precautions, measuring the effectiveness of those 
precautions, and continually monitoring and improving 
the whole risk management process? You can achieve 
simple tracking with spreadsheets, word documents – it 
does not have to be a fancy software program, especially if 
you are a smaller operator with simple, low-risk operations. 
However, higher-risk operators should have a user-friendly, 
integrated, and comprehensive system that supports the 
responsibilities of the safety manager and allows senior 
accountable managers easy compliance monitoring.  

•  Do you have an internal audit program to monitor, 
measure and continually improve your safety 
performance?

•  Are you actively promoting and supporting your Just 
Culture? Empowering your staff to take actual ownership 
of safety performance? 

So, what is the difference between an Airline or a 
helicopter operator’s SMS and a small commercial 
UAS operator’s SMS?

Really there is no difference in the SMS principles and 
elements. However, the level of detail, amount of information, 
sophistication, risk management, and safety assurance 
processes can require considerable expertise. Quantum AI 
recommends investing in recognized SMS training courses 
like ARGUS, SGS, MITRE, and the Flight Safety Foundation’s 
SMS BARS program, which will help you become qualified 
and equipped with the basics.  

For more information on SMS, visit https://quantum-ai.global;  
you will find links to the FAA information and lots of material on 
the ‘resources page’.  For operators looking for sophisticated 
SMS/QMS and business resilience solutions, click on the 
AIRS Vision™ tab, and FAQs on the resources page. 

https://quantum-ai.global
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Levity aside, ‘if it flies it spies’ has some 
resonance with our own professional 
activities in drone applications as and 
when we inevitably encounter some 
degree of suspicion and or hostility while 
performing our legitimate activities with 
drones. Why should this be the case? 
As Professor van der Linden suggests, 
Birds Aren’t Real and more serious 
conspiracy theories gain traction and 
legitimacy by playing with ‘people’s 
anxieties about surveillance, privacy [and] 
government intervention.’2   The same 

anxieties can be said to occur with the 
presence of drones in the skies above us.

Most nations’ drone regulations 
generally recognise the importance of 
privacy and require drone operators to 
engage with landowners etc to advise 
them of drone activities and or  to gain 
prior approval for undertaking operations. 
The whys and wherefores of this 
important and thought-provoking subject 
are not for discussion here, but the fact 
remains, the presence of drones often 

generates concerns about privacy and 
security by those withi  n the flight path.

Unfortunately, it is not unusual to hear 
of drones (or sometimes the operators) 
being shot at, pelted with stones and 
other ‘missiles’ where a property owner 
or land users have felt an invasion of their 
property or privacy has taken place. The 
‘Drone Lawyer’ describes a recent court 
case in New Zealand where an adjacent 
landowner allegedly shot at a drone after 
it apparently flew over his property.3

If it Flies, It Spies
A Concise Case for Transparency 
and Pre-Project Engagement
By Louise Jupp

A recent newspaper article in the UK’s Daily Telegraph, discussing the work of Professor Sander van der Linden at 

Cambridge University identifying, assessing and responding to the growth and variety of conspiracy theories, caught 

my attention from a professional drone perspective.1 

The article refers to a conspiracy theory and organisation which grew from a prank, circa 2017, called ‘Birds Aren’t 

Real’.  With a 100 000+ strong Twitter following, this movement proclaims birds in the US have been replaced by robotic 

facsimiles for clandestine surveillance. This explains, for example, why birds spend a lot of time perched on power or 

telephone cables – they are recharging and/or uploading or downloading data and instructions respectively! ‘If it flies it 
spies’ is one of the slogans that appears on Birds Aren’t Real merchandise.

Continued >
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Interestingly, our last two Women and 
Drones Africa Fireside Chats covered 
this topic, presenting both the problems 
they encountered, the lessons learned 
and the actions required to: reduce the 
risk of physical damage or harm during 
operations; as well as increasing the 
potential for drone project success
in Africa.

In January 2023, on the monthly  
Women and Drones Africa Fireside Chat, 
we had an excellent presentation given 
by our Special Guest, Virginie Uwimana, 
Director of Namibia Flying Labs.

The theme of her presentation was 
about the importance of engaging the 
communities over which you are flying 
to avoid potential misunderstandings, at 
best and potential harm and conflict with 
the drone team, at worse. Virginie, who 
is one of the authors in the international 
best-selling Drone Professional book 
series, described in Drone Professional 
3 just such an unpleasant situation her 
team found themselves in where the 
community became hostile.

Our February 2023 Fireside Chat 
featured Jagongo Obara (Jagongo  
Obara Aviation Consultancy) (Kenya) 
who spoke about the importance of 
identifying and consulting with the right 
local, regional and national stakeholders
for drone supported projects, such as 
medical deliveries.

As I understood from both our Special 
Guests, the main messages informed by 
their experiences are:

•  Allow ample project time for the 
stakeholder engagement before (and 
during) the project commencing; it 
is time well spent and can determine 
whether a project succeeds or literally 
does not get off the ground.

•  Spend time with the communities 
that may be the subject of the drone 
project (e.g. informal settlement 
mapping or deliveries) to raise 
awareness about the activities to take 
place, the benefits of the project and 
address any concerns expressed.

•  Use demonstrations to showcase  
the activities to take place and provide 
a clearer understanding of the 
implications for the communities.

•   Identify local, regional or national 
champions during the engagement 
process and, where possible, include 
them as partners in the project, to  
help with the public and stakeholder 
events and facilitate trust in the 
project objectives.

In short, do not underestimate the value of  
community and stakeholder engagement.

Recordings of Virginie Uwimana’s 
guidance on community engagement  
and Jagongo Obara’s experience with

1 M Brown (5 February 2023). ‘The Man Trying to Save the 
World from Toxic Conspiracy Theories’, Daily Telegraph -  
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/02/05/man-
trying-save-world-toxic-conspiracy-theories/

2 M Brown (5 February 2023). ‘The Man Trying to Save the 
World from Toxic Conspiracy Theories’, Daily Telegraph -  
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/02/05/man-
trying-save-world-toxic-conspiracy-theories/

3 Tom Pils - https://www.thedronelawyer.com.au/nzcasenote

It is fair to agree with Professor van 
der Linden, that the use of drones 
tap into the same social anxieties 
above and, as such, we must plan our 
activities and projects accordingly if we 
are  to complete our work efficiently, 
successfully and safely.

stakeholder partnerships are available 
on the Women and Drones website  
and library of ‘Fireside Chats’  
[https://womenanddrones.com/
spotlight-speaker-library/].

In the meantime, pencil the Women and 
Drones Africa Fireside Chat into your 
diaries for monthly friendly, informative 
online networking.  

We are live on the  
first Thursday of each 
month at 1730 hours  
(South African Standard Time)

Use the QR code  
to register for  
our free virtual 
Fireside Chat.

Spread the word and  
see you at the next 
Fireside Chat!

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/02/05/man-trying-save-world-toxic-conspiracy-theories/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2023/02/05/man-trying-save-world-toxic-conspiracy-theories/
https://www.thedronelawyer.com.au/nzcasenote
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Flying is a rarity this month.
I am thankful for our dragon fruit den to be mainly dormant at this time of year, decreasing  
my garden workload. Some people do rain dances (we need it in California). I performed a no  
growth dance, and my wishes came true. This gives me a breather to work on the business aspect  

of things. Sorry, it's a little boring compared to sharing flying news. Rain and wind had me  
stranded on the ground more than once since the beginning of January. Time to get the small 
FPV to fly indoors.

It feels like sometimes nothing moves forward fast enough. However, keeping track of  
my checklist makes me realize how much work I have accomplished. I got to work with 
Susan Caplan from SC Associates LLC to help me define my brand and keep a consistent 
message. We need to realize as business owners that performing our craft is only part  
of the equation. Which brings me to welcome the birth of Blue Dragon Drone and  
Photography Services, with the tagline let me help you tell your story, targeting agricultural  
businesses. I also had the time to revive my Green Farm 4 All blog which is all about educating  
the public on agriculture.

THE CHRONICLE OF 

A NEW DRONE PILOT
By Caroline Goulard

Flying the Avata

A beautiful moment
We hear of numerous negative encounters while flying. 
Luckily, I have had only positive encounters. Do you mind  
if I fly my drone at the other end of the baseball field?, 
"No worries I'm a professional drone pilot covering  
surfing competitions, I love drones" (How cool is that?). 
This following moment was dear to me. I was flying in  
a park when an older couple walked by, sat on a nearby 
bench, and looked at my drone fly. When I landed, the 
man said "thank you, that was fun to watch. You know, 
I walk my wife she has Alzheimer."I knew this made  
his day and gave both of them a respite from what 
they were going through. 

Continued >
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My flying spot with fresh motorcycle 

tracks on wood chips

Practice, Practice.  
I finally found a spot nearby where I know I can 
fly in peace. I go out as often as I can and try to 
practice maneuvers. I eventually get distracted  
by the surroundings like sunsets, crows flying by, 
new greenery growth and amazing clouds. A place 
you fly everyday doesn't look the same from one  
day to the other.

Learning
The learning curve continues with accumulating 
knowledge on agriculture drones, where and how they are used in 
the US and elsewhere. Not only do we have spraying drones, but some drones  
also collect fruits such as the one manufactured by Tevel Aerobotics Technologies.  
By going out and exploring my region, I discovered little gems of farmers and I can't 
wait to work with them.

How is the blue dragon fleet doing?
The 5 blue dragon drone fleet is mainly healthy. One of the first things I want to know with a  
new drone is the RTH, what happens if you lose communication with the controller and their  
behavior. And what to do if you have an automatic flight plan that you need 
to abort if the situation isn't right.  
Different drones, different menus. I tend 
to mark the controller with some cues to 
remind myself. I am very happy that all 
the drones have the sticks with all have 
the same mode. I think I finally broke my 
BETAFPV Ceta X pro with all the fur  
collected under the furniture. What a way to 
clean your house.  I got brave, got it into full 
manual mode and it shot across the living 
room at full speed almost hitting my spouse. 
I am thankful he is still alive and talking to 
me. I felt like I was flying with the FPV DJI 
Avata, which has been a dream of mine for a long time. It feels so  
intuitive since you feel as if you are one with the drone. I am getting accustomed to having 
my sea legs so I don't feel disoriented with the drone movements. I got to fly it indoors near  

Keys creek Winery wearing a fall/winter mood.

Continued >
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My go-to practice drone is my  
DJI mini 2, it is so silent compared 
to the rest of my fleet, easy to pack 
and stops on a dime.

My Mavic 3 Cine checked all the box 
I wanted. The resolution is amazing. 
I got to fly it over a 165-acre farm  
in the Carson Valley in Nevada and 
got spectacular media. No news yet 
on permission to share, sorry!

The Skydio 2+ is finally working with 
the controller and the new cell phone. 
I tried their key frame, and it works 
well. No time to download all their new good stuff yet. It is still picking up dust as we are still  
planning some motorcycle trips (EV types to be more precise) to use its full potential. Stay tuned.

Going forward
Because I can’t stay still, with the help of Desi Ekstein, we are organizing a beginner drone  
workshop in the middle of a 6-acre dragon fruit farm the weekend of March 18th. If you have the 
winter blues, there is nothing like traveling south and witnessing early spring in warm sunny southern 
California countryside. As a bonus, we will have a demo of a P4 Multispectral on the last day.

I have made many contacts in the agriculture world on so many levels in the last few months  
and I cannot thank enough Women & Drones for being a pivotal source. I am working on different 
projects this year and I cannot say enough how exciting the burgeoning drone field is. 

expensive medical equipment. I learned 
the HVAC system is a killer when you 
must go through door openings and 
small hallways. And then you see  
the amazing videos of the flawless 
ballet of FPV… How do they do that! 
My outdoor FPV practice is limited 
due to the VO needed, however it has 
made for more time hiking with the 
spouse (thank you honey!).  
How many times do I have to hear  
"a little higher, I am losing the drone site  
when you are against the trees."

Keys Creek Winery at their 2nd vineyard, showing the  

first California spring growth back in December.

Keys Creek Winery at their 2nd vineyard, showing the  

first California spring growth back in December.



Women and Drones Fireside Chats with Kim and Louise
Live from South Africa

Join us  
the first Thursday  
of every month at 17:30 hours 
(South African Standard Time) Ph
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At NPS-DDP, we believe in and wholeheartedly support 
the tireless work and unwavering dedication shown by 
the brave men and women in public safety. We know 
that they need the best possible resources at their  
disposal and one of the tools they can often rely on is 
UAV/UAS technology. No other single piece of hardware 
that adds more value to any department than a drone, 
it is a low cost force multiplayer that helps save lives, 
valuable time and resources. A low cost, high payoff 
asset every department needs! 

But did you know that approximately 75% of all fire 
departments in the United States are 100% volunteer. 
Over 60% of all public safety agencies nationwide 
are operating on just less than $10,000 per year and  
public safety agencies spend 90 - 98% of their budget 
on payroll and gas. Unfortunately, this doesn’t leave 
much room for those agencies to purchase drone  
technology, training and or software!

Now imagine in your community a toxic chemical spill, 
industrial fire, horrific auto crash or a child or elderly 
person missing at land or water. Ground crews are  
limited in their ability to make an accurate assessment 
from eye level, even with many boots on the ground.  
An eye in the sky, fitted with cameras and sensors  
allows for a rapid aerial appraisal within seconds and 
without putting personnel in harm’s way. In situations 
such as these, seconds can be the difference between 
life and death.  

We love collaborating with our corporate and strategic 
partners to promote their brands in support of public 
safety. Since our founding, with the gracious support 
from our many partners (pictured below), we were able 
to donate 45 drones and even training to fire, police 
along with search and rescue organizations throughout 
the United States. If you’re interested in learning about 
all of our success stories, please check out our website. 

(NPS-DDP) MISSION 
By Mark Langley

NPS-DDP.org was founded  

on August 28th, 2019 and is a  

registered IRS, 501(c)(3) foundation.  

Our mission is simple, to help put “ 

Eyes In The Sky For Every  

Department In Need”™ 

We are optimistic as we enter 2023, as we’ve seen an 
increase in donor hardware contributions in 2022,  
as shown here with a total of four industry events  
attended, twelve public safety drone donations and 
four STEM drone education donations. We want to  
keep the momentum going this year and urge you to 
consider supporting the work we do. If you organize  
any type of public safety drone trade show or industry 
event and would like us to present and would allow  
us to attend free of charge, we would welcome the  
opportunity. We will promote your support within  
our social media and public safety networks. 

We try to use as much of the funds we receive to  
purchase hardware and promote the work we do  
rather than spend those funds for booths at trade 
shows. This could be a great way to support and help  
us get the word out about the fine work we and our 
partners are doing in support of public safety!

Do you want to help support first responders and 
public safety organizations but don’t know where to  
get started?

Continued >

http://nps-ddp.org
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HERE ARE THE TOP TWELVE 
WAYS YOU CAN GET  
INVOLVED AND HELP GET 
LIFE-SAVING TECHNOLOGY 
WHERE IT’S NEEDED MOST:

  1. Monetary donations  
  2.  Apply to become a Board 

member or advisory board 
member  

  3.  Become a Corporate Partner 
supporter (we promote your 
brand)

  4.  Hardware donations: As a  
private citizen, or company 
with surplus hardware,  
or as UAV manufacturer  
(We support STEM education  
through our partnership with 
Women and Drones)

  5.  Annual Sponsor level 
$500/$1500/$2500/$5000 

  6.  Choose a department from 
our interactive map and  
help organize a fundraising 
campaign 

  7.  Media support to help get  
the story out. 

  8.  Apply to become a paid or 
donation grant writer for 
departments in need 

  9.  Apply to become a media 
partner and get first access 
to our stories 

10.  Corporate philanthropy 
grants 

11. Become a volunteer 
12.  Purchase your drones,  

software and or training 
through NPS-DDP.org and 
our partners will match 
the best pricing and donate 
5% of the net back to  
support our mission.   

Photos of 2022 events & donations.  
NPS-DDP.org is so proud to support the brave men and women 

 of public safety & STEM education!

http://nps-ddp.org
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MAKE A LIVING WITH 
FPV DRONES 

By Lexie Janson 
Photography Courtesy of Lexie Janson

Who wouldn’t want to make a living with the 
things they love most? Whether it’s piloting a 
drone, taking pictures and videos, or teaching 
others how to do the same. 

Along with DJI releasing more FPV-related 
products, the interest in the technology 
exponentially grows. Not only for the pilots  
but also for the companies and filmmakers. 
While it seems that finding the “greatest client” 
may be the only way to make a living with FV – 
it is not exactly true, and today I want to discuss 
ways of making a living with FPV drones.  
Let’s start with the obvious:

Film industry
I bet you have seen many Hollywood movies that use FPV 
drones in their productions. Getting the hang of such a 
deal is obviously going to make things easy for you. Isn’t it a 
dream to see our name in the credits? I bet it is! But how to 
get such a job? 

Start small – Creating your own content and sharing it on 
social media may spark the interest of people who know 
or work for the people you are interested in. This doesn’t 
mean that if you post your videos on Instagram or YouTube, 

you will be contacted in no time! This one will require much 
more work than that! And you will need more footage than 
freestyle shots of your favourite spot.

Working for smaller companies, musicians, hotels, 
restaurants etc., to build a portfolio and make some money 
on the side will also take a long way. It will also allow you 
to showcase your skills to potential clients through social 
media and build confidence in your skills once the big deal 
shows up on the horizon. During this time, you will learn 
what you may need, what is essential, and what turns out to 
be useless. Working with people is so much different than 
the typical flying day! 

Pitch to the brands and places you are interested in to 
gain experience and footage to show. With time you may 
step upon a significant contract. Consistency is the key, 
and the right opportunities will emerge once you’re ready. 
Never stop pitching, never stop reaching out, and most 
importantly – never stop posting! 

Continued >
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Social media “Influencer”
Since we’re on it – An excellent place to start is to set up 
your social media platforms in the correct way and post 
your work consistently. With enough knowledge about SEO, 
Social Media tricks and algorithm knowledge – you may  
get monetized on YouTube or Instagram really quickly.  
Creating content also opens the doors to sponsorships, 
brand deals, and so much more. Depending on your 
business idea, you can build a whole FPV-related empire 
that will allow you to make a decent living by teaching  
others about what you love most.

FPV Courses
Have you ever heard of Skillshare/Udemy/Teachable? 
I bet you did. Creating a course about FPV may give you  
a steady stream of passive income directly from your 
biggest passions. While Skillshare and Udemy are platforms 
that already have their audience and traffic – teachable 
requires you to do all of the promotion, although the  
profits are greater as well. I’d propose using both, 
existing platforms for personal advertising and a steady 
income stream and your own teachable project for better 
profits coming from Social Media Promotion you can do 
on your channels. 

Digital Products
Do you like making your life easier? Me too. There are  
many things people are ready to pay money for if it will 
mean making their own life easier. Here is an opportunity 
for you to make such things happen. By creating digital 
products that will help others on their Drone/FPV  
adventure – you can make a solid income and make a  
name for yourself. Digital products are easier to sell since 
there’s nothing you really have to do – it’s paid for and 

downloaded in seconds. So, once you have prepared 
something – it will give you an income for months and 
years. What can you sell? Workbooks, checklists, Lightroom 
Presets, LUTs, cheat sheets, and much more!

Affiliate Marketing
Do you like any company in particular? Or maybe you are 
enjoying the idea of sharing your builds and knowledge 
through a blog? Here’s where affiliate marketing may  
prove to be useful. Contact the companies you want to 
collaborate with and simply link their products in your  
videos or blog. Each time someone clicks on it – you will 
get a fixed % of a commission. It may not seem like much, 
but things do add up!

I hope this short list of ideas has helped you figure out  
the possibilities for your future FPV business! The amount 
of work that is now available for FPV pilots way outgrows the 
number of available pilots, so the time to monetize  
your skills and passion is NOW. 

Whatever you decide upon, the plan may always evolve, 
and you may be given an opportunity to do something 
dramatically different! I know because being on YouTube 
and having my own FPV business got me into racing  
EVTOL aircraft:) 

Good luck, and keep flying!  
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WOMEN DRONE PILOTS 
BY THE NUMBERS
By Women and Drones

The number of women flying drones for 
business continues to trend upward 
but according to data released by the 
Federal Aviation Administration, they 
remain a small percentage of the overall 
Certified Remote Pilot population.

Women and Drones analyzed the FAA’s 2022 
year-end statistics. Since the enactment  
of the small drone rule seven years ago,  
a total of 304,256 people obtained the  
Remote Pilot Airman Certificate, also called 
the Part 107, required to fly drones for  
commercial purposes.

The FAA reports 24,293 of these certificates, 
slightly under 8-percent of them, were 
earned by women. Although this number 
increased by almost 5,000 from 2021,  
the ratio of women compared to men  
stayed relatively the same and remains  
significantly unbalanced.

The FAA statistics also reveal the largest 
number of women earning certificates  
are once again in the 25-to-34 age range.   
The smallest number (17) of women are  
in the 80+ age which is inspiring!

The statistics are also broken down by 
regions in the United States. No surprise  
the most populated states have the most 
female pilots. California continued to  
lead the way for 2022 with 2,508 Part 107 
Pilots followed by Florida (2060) and  
Texas (2054). 
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